Infant/Toddler Program
Typically ages
6 weeks to 15 months

A new expression. First teeth. Newfound mobility. Because
these milestones occur at different times for different children,
our teachers work one-on-one throughout the day with
each Minnow. A typical day features boatloads of fun and
stimulation, including storytime, sensory play and language
repetition.
“After visiting several
places, we liked the
loving environment of
Tots’ Landing, where
teachers hugged the
children and talked with

Every day means something new in a Minnow’s life – and at Tots’
Landing, we celebrate those personal achievements, large and small.
That’s all part of a philosophy designed to maximize the development and
happiness of children ages six weeks to five years. Since our founding in
1993, we have grown to provide a safe, fun and comfortable environment
for children to play, laugh and learn in five Middle Tennessee locations.

the babies.”
- Parent

For more information, visit our website at
t ot slan ding. com .

Creating little captains.

In this classroom
I can…

Language Arts
• Listen and respond to voices
• Repeat vowel sounds and first syllables
• Babble for attention
• Respond to my name

Sensory Stimulation
• Follow things with my eyes
• Respond to visual changes
• Respond to auditory stimulation
• Respond to tactile stimulation

Cognitive Development
• Focus eyes for longer periods of time
• Recognize voices
• See my hands and feet
• Show preference
• Look for things
• Recognize things

Motor Skills
• Hold things in my hands
• Control my body
• Sit up
• Reach for things
• Start to crawl
• Roll over

Life Skills
• Verbalize needs
• Hold my bottle
• Reach to be held
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